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Introduction


This ethnographic study analysis of Cape Hatteras National Seashore (CAHA)
evaluates the extent to which the following “places of special interest” qualify as
traditional cultural properties (TCPs) according to National Register of Historic Places
criteria: Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet, South Point, and all adjoining
beaches. A traditional cultural property is a historic property that “is eligible for inclusion
in the National Register” because of an “association with cultural practices or beliefs of a
living community that (a) are rooted in that community’s history, and (b) are important in
maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the community” (Parker and King
1998:1).1 This report provides information needed for a determination of eligibility
(DOE) of designated places of special interest as traditional cultural properties.


In considering the extent to which Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet
beach, and South Point are eligible as traditional cultural properties, four evaluative steps
are examined as defined in National Register Bulletin 38, Guidelines for Evaluation and
Documenting Traditional Cultural Properties (Parker and King 1998). These steps are:
(1) ensure that the entity under consideration is a property; (2) consider the property’s
integrity; (3) evaluate the property with reference to the National Register Criteria; and
(4) determine whether any of the National Register criteria considerations make the
property ineligible.


Cultural resources are “properties, not people” under the National Register
program (Wolfe and Ferguson 2006:1). The areas examined as properties in this study are
part of a landscape consisting of uninhabited beach, inlets, spits, and wash; boundaries
are constantly shifting due to powerful weather and ocean conditions. In order to evaluate
the areas of special interest as traditional cultural properties, we examine how Bodie
Island Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet beach and South Point Ocracoke are associated
with the traditional and persisting beliefs and practices of historically-rooted peoples.


As contemporary banks villages are inhabited by a mix of populations with a
diversity of backgrounds, we evaluate whether a discrete historical “community” still
living in seashore region can be identified and defined. We review and analyze data to
clarify any cultural, social, and geographical boundaries of a historically-rooted
community relying on the study “An Ethnohistorical Description of the Eight Villages
Adjoining Cape Hatteras National Seashore and Interpretive Themes of History and
Heritage” (IAI 2005). We define this culture group, and consider features which comprise
their identity as a distinct group in contrast to other residents and users of the banks. We
consider the extent to which identified areas of special interest are “where a community
has traditionally carried out economic, artistic, or other cultural practices important in
maintaining its historic identity” (Parker and King 1998).


1 Culture in the National Register Program means the “traditions, beliefs, practices, lifeways, arts, crafts,
and social institutions” of a people or community (Parker and King 1998:1).
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Step 1. Ensure that the Area under Consideration is a Property


According to the National Register, the entity being evaluated “must be a tangible
property – that is, a district, site, building, structure, or object” (Parker and King
1998:11). The four areas of interest and adjoining beaches are classified as “sites”, owned
by the federal government and within the boundaries of the Cape Hatteras National
Seashore. Before the establishment of the park in 1953, the areas of interest were
privately-owned and publicly used; serving as grazing and roaming territory for livestock,
waterfowl hunting areas, and fishing grounds (IAI 1953). In response to inhabitants’
concern that the National Park Service would restrict local freedoms pertaining to fishing
and hunting, park legislation stated that villagers would have the “right to earn a
livelihood by fishing within the boundaries to be designated by the Secretary of the
Interior” (National Park Service 1941:2). Since coming under federal ownership and
management, fishing, hunting, and recreational activities continue to be permitted under
restrictions, including periodic area closures associated with the Endangered Species Act.


The areas of special interest are Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet,
South Point Ocracoke, and all adjoining beaches (NPS 2009). Bodie Island Spit is located
on the south end of Bodie Island, just north of Oregon Inlet. Cape Point is the “elbow” of
Hatteras Island, jutting down toward Diamond Shoals at Cape Hatteras. Hatteras Inlet and
adjoining beaches are on the south end of Hatteras Island, south of Hatteras village. South
Point is located on the southwest end of Ocracoke Island, northeast of Ocracoke Inlet. All
of these areas represent expansive swaths of ocean-side beach and, with the exception of
Cape Point, inlets. The areas provide habitat and nesting grounds for a variety of wild
animals including shorebirds (e.g. piping plovers, least terns, American oystercatchers,
and skimmers) and sea turtles. The beaches are popular for off-road vehicle (ORV)
driving, recreational fishing and water sports, as well as beachcombing and seasonal
commercial fishing. As spits, points, and inlets, these properties serve as critical access to
the best fishing on the Outer Banks.


Precise boundaries of the properties of interest are not fixed due to the dynamic
nature of shifting sand, erosion, accretions, and movements of inlets. The properties are
parts of specific management districts of the National Park Service. They are also part of
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service designated critical habitat for wintering piping plover.
These areas are thoroughly mapped and managed by the National Park Service in order to
balance natural resource protection with public access.2


2 In January 2006, the National Park Service issued the Interim Protected Species Management Strategy to
provide for the protection of beach-nesting shorebirds and sea turtles, and a beach dwelling plant species,
pending the development of an ORV management plan and special regulation. As the result of a lawsuit
filed on behalf of two environmental groups regarding the interim strategy, Seashore beaches, including the
four sites considered in this analysis, are currently being managed under the terms of a 2008 U.S. District
Court-ordered consent decree requiring pre-nesting closures, expanded buffers, and night driving
restrictions during the breeding season. Under the consent decree, an ORV management plan must be
completed by December 31, 2010.
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Bodie Island Spit, which lies within the Bodie Island District of park
management, runs 2.1 miles from Ramp 4 south to Oregon Inlet (Figure 1). It is also part
of Unit NC-1, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service designated critical habitat for wintering
piping plover. On the southernmost point of Bodie Island, the spit encompasses about
315 acres, having accreted south since the Park acquired the property in 1953 (Nolan
2009). It is prime fishing area, given the close proximity of Oregon Inlet, although it is
periodically closed to ORV access depending on shorebird nesting activity. The spit can
also become inaccessible due to high tides, winds, and rough ocean. The interior portion
of Bodie Island Spit is sometimes designated as a “resource protection area”. Nearby
Bodie Island Light Station is listed in the National Register with a period of significance
from 1850–1974 in the areas of social history and transportation.


Figure 1. Satellite Image of Bodie Island Spit
Source: Google Earth
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Cape Point is “the extreme south tip of Cape Hatteras 2.7 miles south of Buxton”
(Payne 1985:50) (Figure 2). The area is part of the park’s Hatteras Island District. It is
Unit NC-2 of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service designated critical habitat for wintering
piping plover. Cape Point is extremely dynamic, buffeted from various angles by rough
waters and winds associated with Diamond Shoals. As a prime fishing spot for bluefish,
red drum, cobia mullet, and striped bass, Cape Point has been at the center of social
conflicts between surf anglers and beach seine fishermen; in 1993 commercial beach
seine crews were restricted from within a half mile radius of the tip of the point to
appease anglers (West and Garrity-Blake 2003). Like Bodie Island, Cape Point has been
periodically closed to ORVs due to shorebird and sea turtle nesting. The interior portion
of the cape is typically designated as a “resource protection area.” The nearby Cape
Hatteras Light Station is listed in the National Register as having a period of significance
from 1800-1899 in the areas of transportation, commerce, social history, and engineering.


Figure 2. Satellite Image of Cape Point
Source: Google Earth
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Hatteras Inlet Spit is part of the Hatteras Island management district for the park
(Figure 3). It is Unit NC-4 of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service designated critical
habitat for wintering piping plover. The spit has undergone significant erosion and
shortening in recent years; it runs approximately 2.7 miles south from Ramp 55 to the
inlet. Hatteras Inlet connects Pamlico Sound and the Atlantic Ocean, and is a dynamic
environment attracting shorebirds, sea turtles, recreational anglers, and beach seine
fishermen. It was home to the Gooseville Gun Club from 1927-1954. Rough ocean
conditions frequently close the area to public access, and seasonal nesting of birds and
turtles triggers closures to ORVs. The nearby Hatteras Weather Station is listed in the
National Register as having a period of significance from 1900–1949 in the areas of
communications and politics/government.


Figure 3. Satellite Image of Hatteras Inlet Spit
Source: Google Earth
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South Point Ocracoke is part of the park’s Ocracoke Island management district,
and is part of Unit NC-5 of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service designated critical habitat
for wintering piping plover (Figure 4). South Point consists of an expansive area on the
southernmost point of Ocracoke, bordered by the Atlantic Ocean on the south and
curving west to meet Ocracoke Inlet. It is an extremely popular area for recreational
fishing and beach seine fishing; like the other areas of interest, South Point is
occasionally closed due to storm erosion or for nesting birds and turtles. A resource
protection area is typically implemented in the interior and sound side areas of South
Point. The nearby Ocracoke Light Station is listed in the National Register as having a
period of significance from 1800–1949 in the areas of architecture, transportation, and
commerce.


Figure 4. Satellite Image of South Point
Source: Google Earth


The highly managed and regulated nature of these areas of special concern by the
federal government support their status as a “tangible property” with specific, albeit
shifting, boundaries. The controversies surrounding periodic closures of these areas
reflect a strong community attachment to these places and a desire to continue using
them. In an overall context the areas have strong associations in American history, being
locations of shipwrecks, rescues, vendues (auctions of salvaged materials), war activities,
and historic fisheries (IAI 2005). For the purpose of this study we focus on traditional
cultural values and activities that continue to be associated with these properties.
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Step 2. Consider the Area’s Integrity in Relation to the Traditional Cultural
Practices of a Living Community


To assess the integrity of Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet, and South
Point as traditional cultural properties it is necessary to identify (1) the relevant historic
context of the areas in question and (2) the identity of a historically-rooted community of
people who continue to be associated with the properties.


Relevant Historic Context of Areas of Special Concern


Prior to the 1953 establishment of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore (CAHA),
the Outer Banks barrier islands of Hatteras and Ocracoke were primarily inhabited by
descendants of English settlers who began living on the banks in the early 1700s (Stick
1958).3 Early settlers forged a maritime, livestock, and gardening existence throughout
the 18th and 19th centuries, and formed small villages near inlets or on the sound-side of
the barrier islands. Villages, although connected to the mainland by freight, fishing, and
mail boat routes, remained culturally homogeneous until the post-World War II period; in
the 1950s and 1960s changes in infrastructure and the economy (e.g. roads, bridges, land
speculation, establishment of the park, tourism) brought in new people and influences.
Today inhabitants of the eight villages adjoining CAHA have become increasingly
diverse with an influx of non-native residents, including retirees, second-home owners,
“urban expatriates, and laborers imported from other countries” (IAI 2005:2).


In 2005 a three-year study was completed researching the history and culture of
the eight villages adjoining Cape Hatteras National Seashore, with the overall focus of
“seashore living and fishing economy” (IAI 2005). Research consisted of ethnographic
fieldwork, interviews, mapping, archival and documentary research. A primary resource
for the project was a collection of oral histories recorded in the 1970s and 1980s as part
of the Southern Oral History Project, focusing on banks residents born and raised before
communities became altered by roads, bridges, the establishment of the park, and a
tourism-based economy. New oral histories were collected as well; in some cases the
“children of those interviewed in earlier decades” were recorded, helping provide a
diachronic description of social and cultural change and continuity in Hatteras and
Ocracoke villages (IAI 2005:ii).


Historically-Rooted Peoples and Boundaries


Although the villages adjoining Cape Hatteras National Seashore have distinct
boundaries, surrounded by large swathes of uninhabited, government-owned property, the
population of residents within each village is diverse. Within the mix of retirees,
relocated working families, immigrant laborers, and second-home owners are native-born
residents with deep historical roots to specific villages. Non-resident natives living off-
island maintain strong ties to their Hatteras or Ocracoke Island home villages as well, and


3 The prehistory of the Cape Hatteras area shows permanent settlements of Hatteras or Hatterask Indians,
northern coastal Algonkian-speakers of the Croatan chiefdom, who fared poorly after European contact and
all but died out by 1733 (Dunbar 1956).
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a number of traditional users of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore hail from
communities in the greater Outer Banks region such as Wanchese, Corolla, and Nags
Head (IAI 2005). For our purposes in defining a historically-rooted community of people
who exhibit an enduring attachment to areas of interest, we will focus primarily on those
who reside in the eight villages of Cape Hatteras National Seashore as described in the
“eight-village” ethnohistory.


The ethnohistorical study identifies several distinct markers of cultural identity
that point to a distinct culture group. These markers include family surnames that can be
traced back several generations (Dunbar 1956, Stick 1958). Examples include Midgett,
Payne, and Hooper in the Chicamacomico region (Rodanthe, Waves, Salvo),
Scarborough, Farrow, and Gray in Kinnakeet (Avon), Rollinson, Quidley, and Burrus in
the Cape Hatteras region (Buxton, Frisco, Hatteras village), and Gaskill, O’Neal, and
Howard in Ocracoke village (IAI 2005). Many of these families can trace their ancestry
back to a specific founding member and a specific tract of land whether acquired by
colonial land grant or purchase. As there were few surnames associated with each village,
nicknames were, and continue to be, important, such as calling a married woman by her
first name and her husband’s first name (IAI 2005).


Modern residence patterns are an indication of cultural identity, such as clusters
of houses occupied by members of the same family or whole neighborhoods largely
comprised of native banks families. Traditional-style houses were built in adaptation to a
storm-prone environment, and to this day tend to be on the sound side of the barrier
islands; some “homeplaces” are still inhabited by family members or newer homes are
built on the original family property. These homes are in stark contrast to a barrage of
waterfront and ocean-side “McMansions” serving as investment properties or second
homes (IAI 2005).


Homeplaces are typically in close proximity to family graves, sited in back or side
yards rather than church graveyards. Some graves are marked with cedar stumps, while
others have stone markers; some burial sites are still outlined with seashells in traditional
banks fashion. Family cemeteries are cited as “special places” with deep significance to
native islanders. Family members tend to their ancestors plots by weeding the properties
and placing cards and other items on graves. Although many graves have washed away
throughout the years and stones have eroded, some are still readable with birthdates going
back as far as 1724 (IAI 2005).


Other features marking a community of historical banks residents include the
presence of a coastal dialect or “brogue” (IAI 2005, Wolfram and Shillings-Estes 1997).
Typically called “Elizabethan” due to Old English inflections and the use of words such
as “mommucked” for “harassed”, linguists trace the banks brogue to southern, western,
and eastern England, some Irish and Scots-Irish influences, and native coastal speech
patterns that can differ slightly from village to village (Wolfram and Shillings-Estes
1997). Maritime-rooted terms and grammar are used in everyday speech, such as “I’m to
the store” (a likely carry-over from nautical orientations such as “the shoal is to the
north”), and “I’ve eat so much I’ve run aground!” Wolfram and Shillings-Estes suggest
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that some islanders, particularly middle aged men, tend to “put on the brogue” in a more
exaggerated fashion as a means to “retain their cultural identity in the face of rampant
tourism” (IAI 2005:508). Resurgence in cultural pride has resulted in the introduction of
a school curriculum on the island brogue.


Native banks families express culturally-distinct food preferences, setting them
apart from other island residents. These preferences stem from historical practices of
subsistence hunting and fishing, as well as gardening and the keeping of livestock.
Traditional foods include yaupon tea, stewed duck, smoked meat, chitlins, salted or
canned fish, baked or fried roe, collards, and meal wine. Stewed sea turtle and turtle eggs
were a favorite until outlawed under the Endangered Species Act. “Old drum”, the
stewing or baking of man-sized red drum fish, symbolizes the culture of the Outer Banks
more than any other dish. Size-limits now prevent the harvest of drum larger than 27
inches, a blow to locals who treasured the old drum dish; smaller drum, however,
continue to be prepared in traditional fashion.


Unique customs and rituals mark historically-rooted peoples of Hatteras and
Ocracoke. These include the Old Christmas celebration, a carry-over from “Epiphany and
the Twelve Days of Christmas celebrated by the first English settlers” (IAI 2005:92). Old
Christmas continues to be celebrated in Rodanthe, and locals from other villages attend ,
as do off-island family members who consider the custom an important homecoming and
symbol of their heritage. The centerpiece of the celebration is the appearance of “Old
Buck”, a mythological bull said to once have swum to shore from a shipwreck; an early
account described villagers gathering on the beach at midnight every Old Christmas to
witness cattle murmuring in prayer. The Fourth of July parade on Ocracoke is a
longstanding village tradition, as is occasional fund-raiser events such as fish fries and
“womanless beauty pageants”. Some of the churches hold full-immersion Baptisms in
Pamlico Sound, and regular homecomings. Other customs still practiced include decoy
carving, quilting, net mending, beach combing, and canning locally grown, caught, or
hunted food.


Distinct perceptions of landscape and the environment are expressed by
historically-rooted peoples, including local knowledge of waters, shoals, inlets, and
fisheries, as well as traditional signs and predictions of weather. The use of local place
names for landings, creeks, marshes, hills, camps, and hunting/fishing grounds has
significance to village natives in terms of their sense of place and as markers of cultural
identity. Knowing the meaning and origins of names are important to islanders, some of
whom expressed the concern that this knowledge linking local history and place may be
lost to future generations. Examples of local place names include Sticky Bottom, Aunt
Phoebe’s Marsh, No Ache Point, Up Trent, Rocky’s Camp, the Gold Mine, Horse
Wading Creek, Scott’s Reef, South Slough, the Mail Boat Lead, Ben Pugh’s Landing,
Uncle Bate’s Ditch, and Percy’s Net Rack.


Occupational markers are relevant in discerning historically-rooted peoples, as
this community has long held maritime-related jobs, categorized as either “a job”, (i.e., a
government job at one of the lifesaving or Coast Guard stations, lighthouses, or ferry
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terminals) or commercial fishing. Commercial fishing is considered different from a
“job” in that fishermen are self-employed in a livelihood passed down throughout the
generations. The livelihood of commercial fishing is believed to be “in the blood” and
intrinsic to one’s cultural and personal identity. Recreational guiding and charter fishing
is included in the mix of maritime-oriented jobs, and typically grows out of commercial
fishing. The shoreline and surrounding waters tend to be valued more as a workplace than
a place of recreation and leisure, serving as areas for commercial fishing, charterboat
fishing, recreational guiding, and subsistence hook and line fishing. The view of the
shoreline as a place of “work” rather than “leisure”, further sets this community apart
from tourists, visitors, newcomers, and retirees (IAI 2005).


Long adapted to the dangers and vulnerabilities associated with life on a barrier
island, native banks residents express a shared value of respect and humility toward the
natural and spiritual world. Native residents put a premium on independence and the
ability to survive climatic catastrophe, fishery scarcities, and tough economic times, in
part relying on connections to family and friends from other households, villages, and
coastal areas, and in part relying on a sense of fatalism and trust in God (Garrity-Blake
and Sabella 2009, IAI 2005). For example, native residents tend to hunker down during
hurricanes rather than evacuate the banks; in the wreckage of hurricane Isabel, for
example, Hatteras and Ocracoke villagers rekindled a bond and continue to celebrate it
with the annual “Day at the Docks” festival. Banks natives commonly express a deep
suspicion toward mainland politics and regulations, viewing regulatory powers as a threat
to their independence and ability to make a living in a quick-changing environment.


In sum, we maintain that it is possible to discern a historically-rooted community
of people still living in the Cape Hatteras National Seashore region, in terms of a
constellation of familial (kin relations and ancestry traced to specific villages, tracts of
land, and homeplaces), cultural (beliefs, values, traditions, practices), social (speech
patterns, residence patterns, social networks, occupational patterns), and geographical (in
communities adjoining Cape Hatteras National Seashore) features. The overarching
“theme” of Outer Banks culture as expressed by historically-rooted peoples is maritime
living: beliefs, practices, and values derived from some three hundred of years of
adaptation to life on a barrier island.


The core community identified here serves as the “culture bearers” of the Outer
Banks, preserving local traditions and knowledge pertaining to fishing practices and
history as well as the local environment. This living, viable community shares cultural
practices, customs, and beliefs that are historically derived and continually expressed.
Cultural traits are passed down through generations by people with common kinship. We
have summarized pertinent ethnographic information from the comprehensive “eight
village” study that contains detailed ethnographic information to further substantiate the
identity and persistence of a historically-rooted banks community (IAI 2005).
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Traditional Cultural Uses of Areas of Special Interest


To examine the areas of special interest (Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras
Inlet Spit, and South Point Ocracoke) in relation to the traditional cultural practices of a
living community, it is necessary to identify historic practices and values that continue to
be expressed today in association with designated places. For much of the history of
banks villages, residents utilized ocean beaches and inlets in a variety of ways, including
lifesaving, salvaging, livestock grazing and herding, egg collecting, waterfowl hunting,
and beach fishing (seines and hook and line). These areas also have been used
traditionally for recreation (e.g., wiener roasts, picnics, and swimming), transportation
(ferrying across inlets, walking, riding, or driving on hard-packed beach at low tide), and
rituals (Baptisms, Old Christmas gatherings) (IAI 2005). Cape Point and South Point
were used for ball games and horse/car races, given the large expanses of flat sandy
ground, as well as clam bakes and other family gatherings.


Historical activities such as beach-launched rescues, salvaging, and livestock
herding are no longer practiced, although some villagers are employed in the U.S. Coast
Guard or state ferry service, continuing the tradition of marine rescue and transportation,
and residents are not above collecting materials that wash-off modern cargo ships such as
the famous “Doritos” haul of 2006 . Today traditionally-associated residents continue to
use the beaches and inlets for recreational purposes alongside visitors and newcomers,
sunbathing, surfing, beach driving, and fishing. One practice, however, stands out as
having historical and cultural roots that endure today: commercial fishing, particularly
beach seining and sink net fishing. We also consider the extent to which beach driving
and subsistence hook and line fishing have historical roots.


Commercial Fishing as a Tradition of Cape Hatteras National Seashore


The activity that most sets historically-rooted peoples apart from other users of
beaches and inlets is the occupation of commercial fishing. Although not all locals who
commercial fish are from families who have historically made up the eight villages along
Hatteras National Seashore, fishermen for the most part are historically-rooted
individuals carrying on a multi-generational family tradition. Non-resident fishermen are
prohibited from fishing off the beaches and inlets of Hatteras and Ocracoke due to a
federal provision protecting local residents that was established with the creation of the
park.4


4 Under Title 36: 7.58, individuals with a state commercial fishing license must also have a commercial
fishing permit issued by the park Superintendent to “engage in commercial fishing from seashore beaches”
and must be a legal resident of one of the eight villages of the seashore or Corolla, Duck, Kitty Hawk, Kill
Devil Hills, Collington, Nags Head, Manteo, or Wanchese. [24FR 11052, Dec 30, 1959, as amended at 38
FR 33081, Nov 30, 1973; 40 FR 4135, Jan 28, 1975; 40 FR 56888, Dec 5, 1975; 48 FR 30295, Jun 30,
1983; 52 FR 10686, Apr 2, 1987]
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Commercial fishing is a skill and livelihood passed down from one generation to
another, and young fishermen apprentice with a family member until getting their own
license, gear, and boat. In fact, the apprentice method has been adopted by the state as a
requirement in receiving a standard commercial fishing license. Knowledge about fishing
methods, the habits of fish, and the environment is largely transmitted from one
generation to the next via kin relations. The occupation of fishing is called a “way of life”
rather than a job, and is believed to be “in the blood”, intrinsic to one’s identity as an
Outer Banker or Hatterasman (West and Garrity-Blake 2003, IAI 2005). Fishing families
are widely known to hold a pessimistic view of the future and discourage their children
from pursuing commercial fishing, but show a measure of pride when children defy that
advice (e.g. “Our son can’t help it; fishing is in his blood.”).


Charter boat captains consider themselves commercial fishermen as well, and
often switch to commercial harvest during winter months when charters are scarce. Some
individuals commercial fish on a full-time basis, but due to market and regulatory
challenges a growing number of fishermen have been compelled to supplement their
income with non-fishing work. As part-time fishermen, however, individuals still identify
as fishermen (Garrity-Blake 1996). Women working on fishing boats or charter boats
also take pride in being skilled watermen, as the treacherous waters and shoals
surrounding Hatteras and Ocracoke readily separate those with lifelong experience from
novices and visitors.


Dare County consistently ranks number one in the state for pounds of seafood
landed (North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries 2009), and an extensive network of
economic activity exists on Hatteras and Ocracoke, directly dependent on the continued
viability of commercial fishing. Industries supporting and depending on commercial
fishing include wholesale fish houses that purchase the catch from fishermen and supply
ice, dockage, packing and trucking; fish house owners sometimes pay advances for vessel
and engine repairs. Currently there is one fish house on Ocracoke and four on Hatteras
Island; these fish houses work in conjunction with larger packing houses in Wanchese in
order to move the fish to northern or overseas markets. Several retail seafood shops and
restaurants depend on the availability of fresh fish and shellfish, and independent
“runners” play a role in delivering product to these businesses. A shop on Hatteras
provides gear and supplies to fishermen, and individuals hang and repair net for
fishermen. A marine railway and marina hauls vessels for painting and repair, and boat
carpenters build and repair wooden and fiberglass boats. Fuel docks supply diesel fuel,
and local mechanics repair engines.


Numerous fisheries are conducted in Pamlico Sound, such as inshore long haul
seining for trout, croaker, and spot, inshore gill net fishing for bluefish, southern
flounder, gray trout, spotted sea trout, and striped mullet, and pound net fishing for
flounder, trout, croaker, or spot. Fishermen also set crab pots in the sound, and sometimes
harvest clams and oysters. Some fishermen trawl for shrimp as well, although this
activity is more prevalent to the south and east of Hatteras and Ocracoke. Important to the
sound side fisheries is a variety of landings, natural creeks, cuts, and harbors providing
access along Pamlico Sound.
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Commercial fisheries that occur in the ocean and on or near the beaches and inlets
of Hatteras and Ocracoke Islands are especially relevant to this report because of their
connection to Bodie Island spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet spit, and South Point at
Ocracoke. Fisheries that occur in nearshore ocean waters include the ocean sink net
fishery, the mullet fishery, and the beach seine fishery.


The sink net fishery, called “drop netting” by fishermen, was developed on
Hatteras Island in the 1920s with cotton nets, and in the 1930s sink net vessels were
round-stern wooden boats with low sides and no cabin, aiding in the retrieval of nets.
According to a Corolla fisherman, the first sink-net operations were undertaken from
dories as part of the sturgeon fishery; today some fishermen still set sink nets from dories.
Sink net fishing underwent innovations such as the adoption of mono-filament nets and
the invention of a hydraulic net reel. Sink netting soared in popularity in the 1980s with
the gray trout fishery, and is still one of the most popular methods of fishing along the
banks. Today round-stern wooden vessels and fiberglass vessels are used in the fishery;
vessels are distinctive in appearance with the hydraulic net reel and a large U shaped
metal bar on the stern used in setting and retrieving the net.


Sink net fishing involves the use of submerged (as opposed to floating) gill nets
set as close as fifty yards off the beach. A sink net is a heavily weighted monofilament
gill net about fifteen feet deep and several hundred yards long, deployed from a hydraulic
reel off the stern of a fishing boat. The net is attached to large buoys or “high flyers”,
rigged to mark the end of the net while allowing it to sink and form an underwater fence
(Figure 1). The net hangs in the water just above the ocean floor and is usually retrieved
almost immediately after setting. Fishermen reel the net in while plucking fish out of the
mesh, sometimes using an L shaped metal pick (IAI 2005:549).


Figure 1. Drop or Sink Net and Vessel with Hydraulic Reel.
Source: North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries
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Areas of special interest – Bodie Island spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet, and South
Point - are important in this fishery because they are geographical features that attract fish
and are prime locations for sink net fishermen seeking nearshore schools of Spanish
mackerel, king mackerel, sea mullet, dogfish, and blue fish. According to a Hatteras
fishermen and processor, “most fish will hit the beach and travel the beach,” following
sloughs and sometimes migrating in or out of inlets. North Carolina is unique in
representing the northernmost migratory range for several warm-water species of fish,
and the southernmost migratory range for cold-water species; the vast estuarine system of
Albemarle and Pamlico sounds serve as a nursery area, and fish travel in and out of the
inlets. The sink net fleet is “concentrated in Hatteras Village from January through March
and split between Wanchese and Hatteras in December and April (IAI 2005:548), as this
is a winter fishery due to fish congregating off the beaches and inlets of Hatteras and
Ocracoke in cold weather.


The nearshore mullet fishery occurs in October and November when large schools
of striped mullet congregate along the beaches and inlets during spawning season;
schools of mullet “run” on a northerly wind, and fishermen catch them in sink nets
(above), beach seine nets (below), and “runaround” gill nets which are deployed from
fast-moving shallow draft skiffs outfitted with a lookout tower. Along the beaches mullet
crews stay close to shore in search of the coast-hugging plankton feeders. Once spotting
the fish, the crew encircles them after anchoring one end of the net, drawing it around the
school. Runaround gill netting “was a major harvest producer in historic records during
the late 1930s” (NC Division of Marine Fisheries 2006:37). Florida fishermen entered the
North Carolina fishery in the mid 1990s, introducing improvements in harvesting
methods (e.g. jet drives and lookout towers). The mullet fishery occurs off all areas of
special interest and points between.


A fishery that depends directly on ocean beaches is the beach seine haul fishery,
called “beach fishing” by fishermen. Beach seining is “one of the oldest North Carolina
fisheries still practiced today”; lifesaving service surfmen who were “sought out for
rescue services” were the very fishermen “skilled at crashing through the surf in small
dories in pursuit of fish” (IAI 205:540). Nineteenth century bankers confined their fishing
activities to the shallows of the sounds, near inlets, or from the beaches: “‘Outside’ or
ocean fishing before the Civil War was largely confined to the shore fishery for bluefish
which began in 1872” (Dunbar 1956:79). According to U.S. Fisheries Commissioner
George Brown Goode, bluefish caught from the beaches of the Outer Banks were
harvested with haul seines and gill nets (Goode 1887).


There is brief mention of an earlier beach seine fishery for porpoises in the 1790s
(Dunbar 1956), and the porpoise haul seine fishery was well-established on Hatteras
Island in the post Civil War period until 1926 (IAI 2005). Porpoise-oil rendering plants
were located in Hatteras village and Frisco, but 18-member beach seine crews roamed the
banks and established camps along the beach. Although called “porpoises” at the time,
bottle-nosed dolphins were encircled with heavy seines deployed by a four-dory
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operation; two from the beach, and two waiting beyond the surf line (IAI 2005). The
porpoise fishery was practiced primarily in the spring months.


In the fall and winter months, beach crews have long harvested striped bass,
kingfish (sea mullet), butterfish, dogfish sharks, flounder, sea trout, and red drum with
seine nets or gill nets. Technology has changed throughout the years, but the basic
method of haul seining persists: a small boat called a dory is launched from the beach
through the surf, hauling one end of a net that is secured by crewmen on shore. The dory
crew intercepts a migrating school of fish, wrapping the net in a U shape and dragging it
back to shore (IAI 2005). Dories propelled by oars gave way to gas engines in the 1960s;
trucks now haul nets once pulled by horse, hawser, and winch; cotton-twine nets gave
way to multifilament nylon nets, and in the past decade beach crews began using the
lighter and easier to handle mono-filament gill nets as if they were seines, i.e. one end
anchored to shore and the other deployed by dory to ensnare the fish.


A unique boat building style developed with the fishery; a Hatteras boat builder
described “taking the lines” off of an old wooden dory to build new wooden dories, a
process of borrowing measurements and designs that has been passed down for
generations. Dories are built with a “rocker” or curve in the bottom, conducive to
jumping over waves. A lot of flare or “flam” is built into the sides of a dory. “From every
angle there’s a lot of rake…to keep the water out” (West 2004:6). The framing or
“bones” is typically made of cypress while the planking or “skin” is juniper. Builders
reduced the fore and aft curve of dories once motors were introduced in the 1960s,
allowing the dory to move through the water faster and stay relatively stable with speed
and power. Fifteen-foot dories gave way to sixteen to twenty-foot dories with
motorization (West 2004).


Beach seining – called “beach fishing” by fishermen - persists, although the
number of beach seine participants has declined in recent decades as part of an overall
decline in numbers of commercial fishermen (IAI 2005, West 2004). Regulatory changes
have altered the types and quantity of fish harvested, as well as the type of net. Because
of intense competition during striped bass season, opened by state proclamation each
winter under a tight quota system, the state implemented a new gear permit system and a
revised definition of a beach seine beginning in 2008. Licensed commercial fishermen
wanting to participate in the striped bass fishery were required to choose one of three
fisheries: the beach seine fishery, the ocean trawl fishery, or the gill net fishery. A
federally set, statewide annual quota (e.g. 480,480 pounds in 2008) is divided between
the three fisheries.


Fishermen opting to lock themselves into the beach seine fishery for three years
are required to abide by a new definition of a beach seine, which requires the more
traditional multifilament nets and prohibits the use of mono-filament gill nets from the
beach. The rational to require the more traditional webbing was to reduce user-conflicts
within the striped bass fishery and to make beach seines thicker and more detectable to
bottle nosed dolphins, thereby reducing marine mammal interactions (West 2007).
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Areas of special interest, i.e. Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet, and
South Point Ocracoke, have long been used to various extents during the a highly mobile
beach seine fishery that follows the schools of fish. A fisherman from Waves recalled
when crews from Hatteras Island took a ferry across Oregon Inlet to beach seine off
Bodie Island Spit and points north; in recent years, however, crews have been disinclined
to use Bodie Island Spit due to frequent closures.


Cape Point is a favored location for beach seining, particularly along the south
side. “By 1973 nearly twenty haul-seine crews were setting nets off Cape Point”
(DeBlieu 1998:201). A user-conflict with recreational anglers, however, resulted in crews
being restricted from fishing within a half mile radius at the tip of the point beginning in
1998 (West and Garrity-Blake 2003); despite this restriction, Cape Point remains one of
the most popular areas for beach seining.


The best areas for beach seining depend on the location of fish and the ever-
changing contours of the beach, namely the position of sloughs which function as fish
highways and change with currents and wind. Every winter the contours change,
according to an Ocracoke fisherman. Fishermen therefore do not limit their beach seining
to the areas of interest; other popular beach seining areas include “Plains” area of
Ocracoke between the airport and the campground, as well as the area between South
Point and the airport; beaches along Avon and the Chicamacomico region are used in
seining, as are beaches north of Bodie Island spit.


The recently-imposed permit system in the striped bass fishery allows us to
determine the number of contemporary participants for the current three year cycle and
where they reside. Table 1 shows that seventy-nine commercial fishermen from the Cape
Hatteras region (including areas such as Wanchese and Kill Devil Hills) opted for the
three-year beach seine permit for striped bass (2008-2011). Thirteen of those reside on
Hatteras Island. Table 2 shows that two fishermen from Hyde County opted for the three
year permit, one of whom resides on Ocracoke. These numbers do not reflect the total
number of participants from Hatteras and Ocracoke, however, as crewmen are not
required to purchase permits; only one person per operation is required to be a beach
seine permit-holder. These numbers will likely change in 2011, as some may opt out of
the beach seine permit and others who qualify may opt in.
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Table 1. Dare County Beach Seine Permits


Dare County Permits by Residence Number of Beach Seine Permits
Avon 1
Buxton 2
Corolla 1
East Lake 1
Frisco 6
Hatteras 2
Kill Devil Hills 30
Kitty Hawk 8
Manns Harbor 3
Manteo 5
Nags Head 2
Rodanthe 2
Southern Shores 1
Wanchese 14
Total for Dare County 79


Source: North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, December 2009


Table 2. Hyde County Beach Seine Permits


Hyde County Permits by Residence Number of Beach Seine Permits
Engelhard 1
Ocracoke 1
Total for Hyde County 2


Source: North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, December 2009


Based on available information, we can conclude that Cape Point (short of the
half mile radius restriction), Hatteras Inlet Spit, South Point Ocracoke, and to a lesser
extent Bodie Island spit, are used by current participants of the traditional beach seine
fishery. It is important to note, however, that this extremely mobile fishery can and does
occur along ocean beaches outside of these places along the national seashore.


According to a sample of captains of beach seine crews, crews are largely made
up of native-born islanders with historical roots in the Cape Hatteras National Seashore
region; additional ethnographic research on the beach seine fishery could further bear this
out. Practices and methods of beach seining remain traditional in the highly mobile nature
of the fishery, with favored seining areas of inlets, Cape Point, and South Point, the use
of small dories (some fiberglass, some wood), the requirement to use the more traditional
multifilament seines, and the passing down of skills learned from earlier generations.
Beliefs associated with commercial fishing, such as freedom, independence, fishing-as-
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survival, beach-as-workplace, and fishing-in-the-blood continue to be expressed even as
numbers of beach seine crews decline (IAI 2005, West 2004, Midgett 1980).


Although a small subset of historically-rooted people actually participate in the
dory fishery, a good portion of the community is involved in commercial fishing or other
maritime-related work. Those who do not participate in the dory fishery most likely have
relatives and ancestors who have. The beach seine fishery is generally recognized as one
of the oldest traditions still practiced along the banks, serving as a symbol of cultural
identity. Thus the traditional community is not limited to those who dory fish; the beach
seine fishery occurs within the broader community of historically-rooted maritime-
oriented residents described above.


Beach Driving as a Tradition of Cape Hatteras National Seashore


The hard-packed sand of the ocean beaches was used as roads by villagers since
early settlement; people walked or rode horseback from village to village on numerous
and shifting interior-banks trails or along the seashore at low tide (IAI 2005). When
automobiles were introduced to the islands in the mid 1920s, those few residents with
cars drove on the hard-packed beach at low tide. In 1938 Stockton Midgett of Rodanthe
began a bus service called the “Manteo-Hatteras Bus Line”, operated by his three sons for
the next 35 years. The bus transported people round-trip from Hatteras Inlet to Manteo
daily. It was known as the “route of 101 roads” because “there was no designated road. If
the tide was out you drove the surf. If the tide was in, you drove the bank of the beach or
a dozen inside roads” (IAI 2005:85).


Regarding places of special interest, islanders drove along part of the then-smaller
Bodie Island Spit to get to and from the ferry at Oregon Inlet, and likely traversed the
wider portion of Cape Point instead of following the lengthy point of shoreline. As ferries
were launched from Hatteras village and Ocracoke village, Hatteras Spit and South Point
were likely not used as “ways through” for drivers, but served as important access points
for beach seine and hook and line fishing. Islanders stopped using the beach as a
transportation route upon the establishment of paved roads in the late 1940s and early
1950s. Today beach routes are valued for providing access to favorite fishing or surfing
areas by users of all backgrounds. The traditional use of beach driving as a function of
transportation between villages or a way off the island is no longer practiced; therefore a
historical connection between current off-road vehicle driving and the traditional use of
beaches-as-roads cannot be definitively demonstrated.


Hook and Line Subsistence Fishing as a Tradition of Cape Hatteras National Seashore


Hook and line or surf fishing for subsistence purposes has been a part of banks
life since at least the early twentieth century. An Ocracoke village fishing guide reported
that he first saw a rod and reel in 1915, which was little more than a cane pole and reel
with a “thumb leather for a drag” (IAI 2005:394). The precursor to the rod and reel was
the hand line: linen or cotton line “fifty yards long with eight ounces of lead three feet
from the hook” (IAI 2005:394). Reels with drag handles were developed in the late
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1910s, and fishermen would troll for bluefish or mackerel with chicken or loon bones,
feathers, or wood plugs as lures. In the 1920s store-bought lures were available. Bankers
took part in hook and line fishing as sport guides or for subsistence purposes, including
surf fishing for the coveted “old drum” or striped bass (IAI 2005).


Captain Ernal Foster of Hatteras village is credited with “starting the charter boat
industry in 1937”, but prior to that commercial fishermen took anglers fishing as a low-
priority sideline (IAI 2005:325). Surf fishing gained in popularity as a sport in the latter
half of the twentieth century; the Cape Hatteras Anglers Club began a surf-fishing
tournament in 1958 and in 1960 Hatteras village women formed “Hatteras Gulls”, one of
the first female surf-fishing teams (IAI 2005). With infrastructure improvements that
accompanied the establishment of Cape Hatteras National Seashore, recreational surf
fishing grew as part of the overall swell in park visitors during the 1960s and 1970s.


Today, Cape Hatteras National Seashore is known as a world-premier destination
for surf fishing, particularly at Cape Point and other places of special interests identified
in this report. The majority of surf fishers who frequent the points, beaches, and inlets of
Hatteras and Ocracoke are from Virginia, mainland North Carolina, and Maryland (North
Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries 2008). Surf fishing is a national pastime, with
television shows, magazines, clubs, and schools promoting the activity, independent of
banks traditions. Beliefs associated with hook and line fishing, such as freedom,
independence, and the thrill of the “hunt” are shared among surf fishers of all
backgrounds, including traditionally-associated community members who continue to
hook and line fish in the surf. Although surf fishing today is in part for subsistence
purposes, the overall goal is the “sport” or act of catching a fish, and many fish are
released after capture rather than eaten. For locals, the traditional activity of subsistence
fishing for “old drum” or big red drum declined in 2001 when the harvest of drum over
twenty seven inches became prohibited. Therefore a connection between today’s activity
of recreational surf fishing on Bodie spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet beach, and South
Point and traditional surf fishing cannot be clearly demonstrated.


Integrity of Traditional Practices and Beliefs in Relation to Areas of Interest


In evaluating areas as Traditional Cultural Properties, we must consider the
questions: “Does the property have an integral relationship to traditional cultural
practices or beliefs?” and “Is the condition of the property such that the relevant
relationships survive? (Parker and King 1998:11). Overall, the beaches, points, and inlets
– including Bodie Island spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet beach, and South Point – are
maritime features of tremendous historical significance to Cape Hatteras maritime
peoples, serving as locations of rescues, shipwrecks, military activities, fish camps,
fishing crews, salvages, recreation, and subsistence practices. These maritime features are
valued as a cultural landscape that has very much shaped who the historically- rooted
people are, playing a key role in the cultural identity of island people. The cultural
significance of points, beaches, and inlets has been continually expressed in native
peoples’ identity as watermen, seafarers, or “Hatterasmen” with what is believed to be
innate abilities to adapt, survive, and thrive under challenging maritime conditions.
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The economic activity of commercial fishing most strongly demonstrates the
relationship between historically-derived practices and cultural practices and beliefs
expressed today, particularly in regard to designated areas considered for traditional
cultural property designation. The condition of these properties is such that the
relationship endures, so long as people have access to them.. Access can be compromised
by natural reasons (storms, wash-outs) and regulatory reasons (seasonal closures due to
bird and sea turtle nests, fishing restrictions). Despite periodic loss of access, we find
integrity of traditional practices and beliefs in association with Bodie Island Spit, Cape
Point, Hatteras Inlet beach, and South Point Ocracoke. The beliefs and practices
associated with these places pre-date the establishment of Cape Hatteras National
Seashore. The pattern of traditional uses in these potential TCPs has continued since the
early twentieth century (sink net fishery) or earlier (beach seine fishing), interrupted only
periodically due to the above-mentioned closures or fishing restrictions (i.e. the half mile
radius beach seining restriction at Cape Point).


The enduring use of these areas by native islanders supports the passing along of
cultural beliefs and practices in regard to the properties. A factor contributing to the
integrity of these cultural patterns is federal ownership and management of a natural
landscape, allowing access and preventing privatization and development. Also, cultural
patterns and traditions are kept alive by historically-rooted families who live in adjoining
villages. In particular, families have kept alive for generations the practice, methods, and
knowledge associated with beach seine fishing, directly dependent on seashore access
including designated areas of special interest.


Sustained loss of access would affect the integrity of these cultural practices that
continue to occur in Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet, South Point, and
adjoining beaches. Continued access and use ensures that the integrity of association
between people and place is maintained, as needed for National Register eligibility.
Historically-rooted residents attach cultural meaning to these areas of special interest, as
these are places that allow them to continue traditions and economic activities that help
define their cultural identity, sense of purpose, and viability as an Outer Banks
community.


The continued practice of commercial fishing in areas of special interest is
important to non-fishing native residents as well, as they view fishing, particularly the
beach seine fishery, as an important part of their historical and cultural identity. Non-
fishing natives sometimes gather at fish houses or on the beaches to watch the dory crews
work, and are keenly interested in who caught what. A tradition that is still carried out is
for native observers to get first pick of the catch so that they can “cook a mess” of fish for
supper without charge; fishermen also deliver gifts of fish to elderly neighbors and family
members. Making a living from the sea is one of the most important characteristics
defining who a “banker” is; even those locals who do not participate in commercial
fishing are very much a part of a fishing culture, history, and heritage.
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Step 3. Evaluate the Property with Reference to the National Register Criteria


As traditional cultural properties, the beaches of Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point,
Hatteras Inlet, and South Point represent “a location where a community has traditionally
carried out economic, artistic or other cultural practices important in maintaining its
historic identity” (Parker and King 1998:1). As such the areas are eligible for the
National Register under criterion A5, particularly in reference to economic and cultural
practice of beach seining. Beach seining is a component of the economic and cultural
practice of commercial fishing, linked to numerous support industries and comprising a
livelihood. Beach seining is the result of generations of knowledge about gear, fishing
methods, boat building, and the natural environment. The beach seine fishery might be
viewed as an artistic practice as well, given the craftsmanship involved in the
aesthetically beautiful hand-built dories perfectly adapted to the rough Atlantic.


Criterion A can be interpreted as demonstrating the “ongoing participation of an
ethnic or social group in an area’s history, reflected in…patterns of social activity”
(Parker and King 1998:13). The maritime history of the Outer Banks region has centered
on lifesaving and fishing, of significance locally and nationally. Both activities hinged on
the skill of launching a dory into roiling breakers and dangerous waters; of these
activities, the beach seine fishery persists and occurs in the areas of special concern. The
sink net fishery was invented by Hatteras fishermen in the early twentieth century, and
continues to be one of the most innovative and popular methods of fishing, designed to
target both southern and northern ranging fish that congregate just off the beaches and
inlets of the Outer Banks.


We conclude that commercial fishing, particularly beach seining, is an economic
and cultural tradition that continues to occur in or near Cape Point, Bodie Island Spit,
South Point, and Hatteras Inlet; these activities and associated values serve to maintain a
community’s historic and cultural identity. The culturally-specific activities, stories,
legends, traditions, and beliefs attached to these areas qualify them as traditional cultural
properties under Criterion A; the enduring practice of traditional commercial fishing
practices represents a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history of
maritime life and a unique and enduring cultural resource of Cape Hatteras National
Seashore.


5 Criterion B, requiring that the properties have an association with the lives of persons significant in our
past, may come into play when one considers the history of lifesaving; the Pea Island crew, the
Chicamacomico crew, and Rasmus Midgett were among lifesaving crews and surfmen awarded Gold
Medals of Honor and Grand Crosses for beach-launched rescues. Further archival research would
determine the extent to which various rescues occurred off areas of special interest should this be a valid
criteria despite the fact that this activity no longer occurs. Criteria B could also apply if local legends in the
beach seine fishery qualify; for example, Rodanthe resident Mac Midgett (1941-2006) is a legendary
resident who long participated in beach seining.
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Step 4. Determine Whether any of the National Register Criteria Considerations
Make the Property Ineligible.


There are no National Register Criteria Considerations that make Bodie Island
Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet, or South Beach ineligible (36 CFR 60.4) as a traditional
cultural property. These are uninhabited, natural areas that contain no religious properties
(Consideration A), relocated properties (Consideration B), birthplaces and graves
(Consideration C), cemeteries (Consideration D), reconstructed properties (Consideration
E), commemorations (Consideration F), or significance ascribed within the past fifty
years (Consideration G). The beach areas of interest are constantly shifting with wind and
tide; any fishing camps, lookouts, or other structures built in the past were transient in
nature and absent today. Graves are located in the interior and sound side of the banks,
and would have long washed away in beach and inlet areas. The significance ascribed to
the areas predates the establishment of the park; the 300 year of history of village
settlements gave rise to eighteen and nineteenth century beginnings of beach seining, and
early twentieth century beginnings of beach driving and surf fishing.


Conclusion


Our analysis of Cape Hatteras National Seashore (CAHA) evaluates the extent to
which Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet, and South Point qualify as traditional
cultural properties (TCPs) according to National Register guidelines and criteria. We find
that the areas could qualify as traditional cultural properties in having “association with
cultural practices or beliefs of a living community that (a) are rooted in that community’s
history, and (b) are important in maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the
community” (Parker and King 1998:1). The properties have strong historical association
to native banks residents in being among those beach areas used for military activities,
rescues, salvaging, livestock grazing, subsistence practices, and historical fisheries.


We find that the strongest case for assigning TCP status to the sites in question
centers on their direct importance in the continued viability of the traditional beach seine
dory fishery. This mobile fishery can and does occur in areas outside the boundaries of
these properties; in fact, a case could be made that the entire seashore qualities as a TCP
regarding dory fishing. However, the cape, inlet, and spit areas are especially valued and
are particularly productive in providing choice access to fish harvested by beach seines.
The properties in question also play an important role in the mullet and sink net fishery,
although not in as direct a fashion as beach seine fishing. We find that the four sites do
not have the characteristics of traditional cultural properties in relation to ORV use or
hook and line fishing, as these activities as expressed today cannot be linked directly to
historical practices.


We examine four evaluative steps as defined by the National Register guidelines,
and find that (1) the places of special interests are “a property”; (2) a clearly defined
community of historically-rooted peoples as described in the “eight village” ethnohistory
demonstrates a historic, unbroken, and continuing association to areas of special concern;
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(3) Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point, Hatteras Inlet, and South Point qualify for the National
Register under Criterion A, in being locations where traditional peoples have carried out
economic and cultural practices important in maintaining historic identity (commercial
fishing, especially beach seining and sink net fishing) and (4) none of the National
Register criteria make the property ineligible.


The historically-rooted peoples of the Cape Hatteras region are directly linked to
the historical context of the Outer Banks; they are the culture-bearers, continuing a three-
hundred year history of maritime living and survival. The Outer Banks landscape,
including the spits, inlets, and points under consideration as traditional cultural
properties, has played a significant role in challenging, sustaining, and defining the
culture and economy of historically associated peoples for generations. These areas are
valued by native peoples as traditional and continually-used workplaces for commercial
fishermen and as a cultural landscape shaping and symbolizing their shared identity as a
maritime people of the banks; the areas have a compelling and enduring association with
the multi-generational families of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore.
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